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New Zealand



Wellington is the capital of New 
Zealand



It is located on two large and about 

700 small Islands and has 

no land borders with any country



The main economic sector is agriculture, sheep 

and dairy farming. New Zealand is one of the 

world's largest exporters of agricultural 
products: meat and dairy products, fruit, in 

particular kiwi.



New Zealand ("Aoetaroa") is translated from the Maori language as "country of the 
long white cloud". According to legend, long white clouds often form on the horizon, 

hence the name. 



In New Zealand, kiwis are primarily 
new Zealanders themselves. They 

love to be called that. Kiwis have 

three official languages: Maori, 
English and new Zealand sign 
language. 



The animal world is unique here. 
The most dangerous representative is a wild boar. 
There are no snakes, not even mosquitoes. Only here 

you can find kiwi and Kea birds, owl parrot 

kakapo, takahe. 
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There are also hatteria and ueta. Also found 

listed in the Red book of the 
carnivorous snail Powelliphanta. 
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The smallest Dolphin species, Hector's Dolphin. An adult individual reaches 

1.4 m in length, which is less than the average adult. 



In New Zealand, a small hill has the longest name in the world 

–Taumatauakatangiangakoauauotamateaturipukakapikimaungahoronuk
upokanuenuakitanatahu. Translated something like: "the Top of the hill 
where Tamatea, a man with big knees who rolled down, climbed and 
swallowed mountains, known as the earth eater, played his flute for 
his beloved”.



It is not 
recommended to 
stay in direct 
sunlight for more 

than five 
minutes



A third of the territory is 
occupied by national parks. 
They are protected by the 
state. In front of the 
entrance are sprays, which 
are recommended to 
process shoes in order to 
kill all foreign microbes.



The 
most 
popular 
tourist 
destinati
on is 
lake 
Taupo, 
located 
in the 
crater of 
an 
extinct 
volcano. 



In Nelson 
lakes 
national 
Park, 
there is a 
Blue lake 
with the 
most 
transparen
t water in 
the world. 



As well as lake Pukaki and 

Takalo, "champagne 
pond" and the pool of 
the devil. 
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Dunedin is home to the world's steepest street, Baldwin. 

It is notable for the fact that it descends at an angle of 38 degrees. 



Everyone knows that from 

here the films "the 
Lord of the 
rings" and "the 
Hobbit" came out 

into the world and became 
popular. 
This brought the country a 
lot of money, because 
tourists just go in droves 
along the movie paths.

The state even 
established the 
post of Minister 
for “the Lord of 
the rings”





Thanks for attention


